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Representation-finite special algebras

0. Introduction

Throughout this paper К is an algebraically closed field. We know from 
[11] that for every basic finite-dimensional X-algebra A there is a bounded 
quiver (<QA, IA) such that К [QA, l f \  = К [QA~\I1A is isomorphic to A. We call 
an algebra A special if it is Morita equivalent to a bounded quiver algebra 
K[Q, /], where (Q, I) satisfies the following condition: for each arrow aeQ  
there is at most one arrow /? and at most one arrow у such that fa , ay are 
not in /.

Throughout this paper A denotes an algebra which is of the form A 
= K[QA, 1АЪ where (QA, IA) satisfies the above condition. These algebras 
were investigated in [15], [20], [26]. This class of algebras contains «-serial 
algebras which has recently been shown in [15], [20], [26] to be of interest 
in representation theory. An important problem in the representation theory 
of algebras is to obtain a characterization of algebras of finite representation 
type. The main aim of this paper is to give a simple criterion for a special 
algebra to be representation-finite, that is, there is only a finite number of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable finitely generated right A-modules.

Following J. Waschbiisch (see [27]):
For two finite quivers X  and (Q, 1) without double arrows an X-sequence 

in (Q, I) is defined to be a quiver homomorphism F: X-> Q such that for all 
paths v in X  and all elements c in К we have: if и is from K [Q], then the 
condition cF{v) + ue I implies и = —cF(v) + u' for some u' from /.

An X-sequence F in (Q, I) is faithful at a point j  of X  when F is an 
injection on the set of arrows starting and ending at j. An X-sequence F in 
{Q, I) is locally faithful when it is faithful at each point of X. From [27] we 
know that if there is a locally faithful X-sequence in (<Q, I), where X is one of 
the extended Dynkin diagram, then K[Q, /]  is not representation-finite. 
Hence throughout this paper we shall assume that A is a special algebra 
which has not such X-sequences and we call such algebras strongly special.

For any algebra A and any A-module Y we shall denote by EA(Y) the 
A-injective envelope of Y, by PA(Y) the projective cover of Y, by top^(7) the
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top of Y, by soc^(y) the socle of Y, by rady4(7) the radical of Y, and by 1(У) 
the length of Y. Further, we shall denote by mod-Л the category of finitely 
generated right /4-modules and by ind-Л the full subcategory of mod-Л 
consisting of all indecomposable modules. If P is an indecomposable 
projective /4-module satisfying Hom^ (P , 0  = 0 for all indecomposable 
projective /4-modules Q, nonisomorphic to P, we shall say that P is a 
maximal projective A -module. We call an A -module Y uniserial if its 
submodule lattice is a chain. An indecomposable projective Л-module P is n- 
serial provided either P is projective-injective and rad^ (P)/socA (P) is a direct 
sum of at most n uniserial /4-modules or P is not injective and radA(P) is a 
direct sum of at most n uniserial /4-modules. An algebra A is n-serial when 
each of its indecomposable projective left or right module is n-serial. An 
indecomposable projective Л-module is biserial provided it is 2-serial. It is 
easy to verify that any indecomposable projective left or right module P, 
over a strongly special algebra A, is one of the following types:

(i) P is uriiserial.
(ii) P is nonuniserial and radA(P) is a direct sum of two or three 

uniserial modules.
(iii) P is projective-injective and rad^ (P)/socA (P) is a direct sum of two 

or three uniserial modules.
(iv) P is not projective-injective, socA{P) is simple and rad^(P)/socA(P) 

is a direct sum of two uniserial modules.
(v) P is not projective-injective, radA(P) = X l@X2, X l is uniserial, X 2 

has a simple socle and X 2/socA(X 2) is a direct sum of two uniserial modules.
In the paper any indecomposable projective Л-module of type (iv) or (v) 

is said to be nonregular and the other one is said to be regular. We shall say 
that an indecomposable A -module Y is a nonregular biserial module if and 
only if У is projective of the type (iv) or the projective cover P of У is 
indecomposable of the type (v) and У is isomorphic to P/Xt for a uniserial 
direct summand X x of rad^(P).

Let Л be a strongly special algebra and let
Aa = P®Q,

where P is a direct sum of indecomposable nonregular projective Л-modules 
and Q has no such direct summands. Let L(A) be direct sum of all pairwise 
nonisomorphic indecomposable nonregular biserial Л-modules and let

J t  (A) = soc^fL^)).
Similarly as in [4], Lemma 4.2, one proves that M(A) is a two-sided ideal in 
A. In the paper, using the vector space category methods and the covering 
techniques, we prove that Л is representation-finite if and only if A/M  (A) is 
representation-finite. Hence one obtains a simple criterion for Л to be 
representation-finite in terms of associated partially ordered sets.
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1. Partially ordered sets

In order to describe a class of indecomposable modules over strongly 
special algebras we need some informations about partially ordered sets. 
Representations of partially ordered sets were introduced by Nazarova and 
Roiter in [18] (see also [12], [14] and [22]).

Let I be a partially ordered set (abbr. poset). By definition, an /-space 
(V, Ц)ш is а /С-space V together \yith subspaces Ц, for all ie l ,  such that 
i ^ j  in / implies Ц £  V}. If {V, Vt)ieI and ( V , V/)ieI are /-spaces, then 
/ :  (K W i e l W i e l  is an I-space morphism when / :  V -+ V  is AMinear 
and for every i e l  (see [14]). We call the /-space {Vt Ц)1е1
indecomposable when there are no /-spaces (U, Ut)ieI and {W, Ĥ )ie/ such 
that V = U@W and Ц = 1/{фЩ  for all ie l .  We shall say that /  is of finite 
type when there is only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable /- 
spaces. We shall denote by /-sp the category of finite-dimensional /-spaces.

One of the main working tools we use in this paper is the notion of a 
vector space category introduced by Nazarova and Roiter in [19] and 
applied in the proof of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture. By definition, a 
vector space category %K is an additive К -category together with a faithful 
functor | —|: mod-K from K to the category of finite-dimensional K-
vector spaces. Then the subspace category is defined as follows (see
[19], [21], [22]): its objects are triples of the form (U, X, (p), where U is a 
finite-dimensional К -space, X  is an object of and (p: U -* \X\ is a K- 
linear monomorphism. A morphism from (U, X, (p) to (//', X', q>') is given 
by a pair (a, fi), where a: U -* V  is K-linear, /1: X-* X' is a map in 4>K such 
that |/?| qy = cp' a.

An important role in our investigations is played by the vector space 
categories with indecomposable objects whose endomorphism rings are fields. 
These vector space categories are called Schurian. Their subspace categories 
are close to categories of representations of posets [22] and therefore their 
representation type is known.

In our application we deal with vector space categories arriving from 
triangular matrix algebras of the form

where К is a field and S is of finite representation type. We recall that any 
R-module X R can be identified with a triple

X R =(X'K,X S , f ) t

where X'K is a vector space, X$ is an S-module and

/ :  X'K-+ Homs (Es, X $

—  Prace Matematyczne 26.2
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is a linear map. We associate with R the vector space category [22]

VK(ES) = HornS(KES, mod-S)

and the category

.rs (E) = [Xsemô-S-, HornS(ES, X s) Ф 0}.

If V>K(ES) is Schurian and are all pairwise nonisomorphic
indecomposable objects in Ж3(Е) we put

f s {E) = \L u . . . , L m]

and Lj < Lj iff Homs (L,-, Lj) Ф 0. Then .TS(E) is a poset. Recall also that we 
have a functor

Ф : mod-R -» °U (C6K (Es))

given by Ф(ХК) = (Х'К, X " , f )  with X" = Homs {KEs, X'j) and a
contravariant functor

H*: W(VK(ES))-+ $-s (Es)-sp

defined as follows (see [23], Theorem 1.5; 24, Sec. 3; [25]). If X" 
= Z?!1® ... ® Ls™ and /* :  |ЗГ'|*-> X'* is the map К -dual to f  then we put

H*(X', X " J )  = (V, VL.),

where V = X'* and VL. = Im( ®  \Éj\* ĉ . IA"']* ^  V). We have the following

result (see [19]; [22]; [24], Sec. 3 and 4; [25]).
Proposition 1. Suppose S is of finite representation type and (6K (Es) is 

Schurian. Then
(a) The contravariant functor

H% = Н*Ф: mod-R-> ifs (£s)-sp

has the following properties:
(i) H% is full and dense.

(ii) Let X  = (X', X " , f )  he an indecomposable R-module. Then H%(X)
= 0 if and only if X  is an S-module, i.e., X' = 0.
If H% (X) = (V, Ц), X' Ф 0 and X'j = iff ® ... ®L*™, then V = X '* and

S, = dim*(K./ X VLi).
Li<Lj

(b) R is of finite type if and only if f s (Es) is of finite type.
We shall frequently use the following technical result.
Lemma 1. Suppose R is as above and the poset ЖS{E) is a disjoint union of 

four subposets C, /, C', J having the following properties:
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(i) C and C  are both chains, С  Ф 0  (C can be empty),
(ii) elements of C are incomparable with elements of I u C'^j J,
(iii) i^c 'tSk j  for all ie l,  c 'eC ', je J ;  i.e., Z u C 'u J  has the form

Then
(a) Ê's(E) is of finite type if and only if С и  J and С и  / are both of finite

type.
(b) Any indecomposable 3ts (E)-space is in the image of one of the following 

three embeddings

(С и  J)-sp q . ^ s (£)-sp p (C u  /)-sp 

(С и C')-sp

(c) I f  X  = (X'K, X g , f ) is an indecomposable R-module with X' Ф 0 and X's 
has a summand isomorphic to some Lc> in C, then X' — К and either X's % Lc- 
or X's ~  LC-@LC for some Lc in C.

Proof, (a) and (b) are a simple consequence of Lemma 8.4 in [10].
(c) Let (X'K, X's,f) be an indecomposable Я-module with Х\Ф 0 and let 

X's = LC.@X, where Lc> belongs to C. Thus by (b) and Proposition 1 follows 
that H%(X'K, X's,f) belongs to (CuC')-sp, because dimK(PLc,/ £  VL.) ~  1

and therefore VL. — 0 for all L, < Lc>. If H% (X'K, X's,f) belongs to (С и  C')- 
sp, then it must be either of the form Pc c> = (К , Kfi, where Kj = К for j > c  
and j  ^  c' and Kj = 0 in the other case or of the form Pc = (K, Kfi, where 
Kj = К for j  ^  c and Kj = 0 in the other case or Pc. — {K, Kj), where Kj 
= К for j  ^  d  and Kj = 0 in the other case (see [18]). Then (c) follows from 
(ii) of Proposition 1.

2. Simply connected special algebras

Following [7] an algebra A is called simply connected if it is 
representation-finite and has a simply connected Auslander-Reiten quiver 
TA. From [7], [9] we know that every simply connected algebra is 
isomorphic to the bounded quiver algebra KQA/IA for some ideal IA in the 
quiver category KQA such that for any two objects x and у of A either 
Ia (x , y) is spanned by the differences of paths from x to у or else IA(x, y) 
= KQa (x , y). In [6] Bautista, Larrion and Salmeron proved that an algebra 
A is simply connected if and only if A is representation-finite and satisfies the 
(S)-condition. Recall that following Bautista and Larrion [5]:
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An indecomposable projective A-module P has the separated radical if for 
any two nonisomorphic indecomposable summands R and T of radA (P), supp R 
and supp T are in different weakly connected components of tPA\3>(P), where 
J? A denotes the full subcategory of ind-A consisting of all projective modules, 
supp X  = {Qe£PA; HornA(Q, X ) #  0}, Q(P) — {Qe-t?A\ there is a chain P 
-» Qi -> Q2 -* •••-+ Qr~* Q of nonzero maps in and о subcategory Ж of 
0>A is weakly connected if for any two modules X and Y from Ж, there is a 
chain of non-zero maps X = X 1—X 2—. . . —X r — Y with all X t from Ж and 
X ( — X i + l denotes a map entering or leaving X t. Then A satisfies the (5)- 
condition if each indecomposable projective A-module has the separated radical.

Now let A be a strongly special algebra satisfying the (S)-condition and 
let N be a nonregular biserial indecomposable A-module. We denote

Finally an Л-module Z is said to be admissible when the one point extension 
algebra

of A by Z is strongly special and satisfies the (S)-condition.
Let A = K[Qa ,1 a] be a strongly special algebra satisfying the (S)- 

condition. Assume (QA, IA) is of the form

which is not specified, and the subquiver and that these two
subquivers intersect in precisely two vertices named 0 and n + 1, but in no 
arrows). We are interested in the relation <хп...<ххе1 A. From [22], [29] we 
know that A is representation-finite if and only if A' is representation-finite, 
where (QA>, IA ) is of the form

— {Yeind-A; supp N  c= supp Y}.

(this should mean that QA is the union of some subquiver Q' =
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Following Zavadskij (see [22], [29]) we shall call the relation an. . . 0Lxe I A 
a splitting zero relation. We need the following combinatorial result.

Lemma 2. Let A — К [QA, / л] he a strongly special algebra satisfying the 
(S)-condition. I f  (Qa, IA) has no splitting zero relations, then there is a regular 
indecomposable maximal projective left or right A-module.

Proof. We can assume that (QA, IA) is connected. It is not hard to see 
that if there is only one nonregular projective indecomposable Л-module, 
then the lemma is true. Assume there are at least two such modules. We are 
interested in the connections of subquivers of (QA, IA) corresponding to 
nonregular projective Л-modules. We have the following possibilities for 
connections:
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where all РЦг) and P(/i) are nonregular projective Л-modules being the 
projective covers of simple modules Sf and . Let us observe that if all 
these connections are of the form (1H5) then we can find a source or a sink j  
of (Qa, IA) such that either P(j) is regular or the injective envelope E(j) of the 
simple A -module Sj is regular. If there are in (QA, IA) the connections of the 
form (6H 8), then from the fact that there is not any locally faithful X- 
sequence in (QA, U A), where X  is an extended Dynkin diagram, because A is 
strongly special, we have a zero relation on the subquiver

i - ... - I 3 -  ... ~ /3- • • • - / ,

where i is equal to ij or to i2 and j  is equal to j x or j 2. By assumption this 
relation is not the splitting zero relation and hence there is in (QA, IA) the 
following subquiver:

where a„ ...axe I A. Since A satisfies the (S)-condition there is a point к of Q' 
which is a source or a sink. If each source and each sink of Q' do not satisfy 
the lemma, then we repeat this procedure. Since the number of nonregular 
projective Л-modules is finite hence we can find a source or a sink which 
satisfy the lemma.

An indecomposable Л-module Y is said to be multiplicity-free (see [20]) 
when Y has nonisomorphic simple composition factors.

Proposition 2. Let A be a simply connected strongly special algebra, let 
N be a nonregular biserial indecomposable A-module. I f  Z is an admissible 
right A-module (resp. left) such that D/J4 (D) is representation-finite, where

D =
К Z  
0 A

(resp. D' =
К Z * \ 
0 Лор/

and Z* = Hom(Z, K), then the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) I f  Y is from Wa (N), then Y is multiplicity-free.
(2) I f  Z  is a uniserial A-module, then:
(i) the intersection X A (Z) n  X A (N) is either empty or is of the form 

X l ^ . . . ^ l l *Xn, where f n-i--- j \  # 0  and HomA(Xh Xfi = К for 
1 ^  i ^  n;

(ii) if X A (Z) n  WA (N) = \X x ... - rLzĴ X„], then, for every Y from X A (Z) 
which does not belong to there is a nonzero map h: X n—> Y or a 
nonzero map g: Y X x . Moreover, if X, Y are from X A(Z) and there are 
nonzero maps g: Y -+ X x and h: X n >̂ X, then hfn- ! .. ./j  g is nonzero and it 
forms a basis of Н отл ( Y, X).
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(3) I f  Z  = Z !® Z 2, where Z ly Z 2 are two uniserial nonisomorphic A- 
modules, then the intersection f A{Zx)n  ?TA(Z2) is empty and at most one of 
the intersections Ê A(Zl)n°J/ A(N) and ЖA (Z2)r\ ЧУ A (N) is nonempty. 
Moreover, if Ê A{Z^)r\ WA{N) Ф 0 , then d ‘A{Zj) is a chain, where i Ф j.

(4) If  Z is not of the form (2) and (3), then the intersection 
l 'A (Z) n  &A (N) is empty.

Proof. If N is a nonregular biserial Л-module, then there exists a 
bounded subquiver of (QA, IA) of the form:

such that the difference of two parallel paths from to f2 belongs to IA and 
P(i1) = Pa (N), where P(ix) is the projective cover of the simple Л-module 
S{ . If it is the unique source of QA and i2 is the unique sink of QA, then we 
have in (QA, IA) the following subquiver:

where an. . .x i —fIk. . .p l e IA and since N is nonregular biserial there exists a 
path yj...yi + l JieIA for 1 ^  i < j  ^  s. Hence the algebra Л is not simply 
connected. Consequently there is a maximal projective left or right A -module 
P which is not isomorphic to PA{N). Then it follows that Л is obtained by 
the iteration of the one point extension procedure starting from the biserial 
algebra В whose bounded quiver is of the form:

/ \

\/
h

where the paths between it and i2 are commutative. We note that for any 
such a one point extension algebra A' we have a ring epimorphism
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Na ker(e"£') = 0 and NA is isomorphic to the projective-injective 
Б-module PB(ii).

We shall prove the proposition by induction on the number qA of one 
point extensions to get A from B. If qA = 0 then we know from [20] that our 
proposition is true. Assume that for algebras A such that qA ^  k the 
proposition is true. Let for A, qA = к 4-1. Then we can find a maximal 
projective left or right Л-module P such that P $  PA (N). Suppose P is a 
right module (the second case is dual). We know that

(K  rad„(P)\
U  At ) '

where by induction, the proposition holds for A x. Let us observe that from 
our assumption radA(P) is an admissible A x-module. P can be uniserial, 
biserial, 3-serial or nonregular. We shall consider all these cases.

(a) If P is uniserial, then radA{P) is uniserial and ^ 1(rad/4(P)) satisfies
(2) by the inductive assumption on Л,. Since A x is simply connected, the 
vector space category K(radA(P)) is Schurian and therefore the poset
I Al(rsidA(P)) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1 with C = 0  and 
C = W Al( N ) n £ Ai(mdA(P)).

Now take Y = (У', Y" ,f)  from &A(N) with Y' #  0. First we show that 
Y" has an indecomposable summand L' from &Al(N). If Y" has no such
summands, then there is the following subquiver in (QA, IA)

\

v  . /ih. . .  t( /
>г

where P(j) = P, P(is) = PA(N) and we have a contradiction to the 
assumption that A is strongly special satisfying the (S)-condition. Hence, 
indeed, Y” has an indecomposable summand L! from %/Al{N).

Thus in view of Lemma 1 we have Y = (K, L', id) and since L' is 
multiplicity-free by the inductive assumption, thus Y is also multiplicity-free 
and condition (1) is proved in the case when rad^P) is uniserial.

Now assume that Z is a uniserial admissible Л-module. Then it is either 
an admissible Лх-module or a factor module of P. If Z is an admissible 
Л ,-module, then by the inductive assumption we know that 3tAl(Z) 
satisfies (2). If there exists an Л-module Ye $ A(N)\ &A (JV) such that 
Te 3CA (Z) and <&Al (N ) n  3tAl (Z) Ф 0 ,  then we have in (iQA, IA) the following 
subquiver:
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(*)

\
'i+1
\

'1

V / \

/  \
'kr*3

/ У \. /

'« .- 1

where P(/t) = P, P{ikr+3) = PA{N) and Z is a factor module of Р(/*ш) 
because Z is an admissible A-module. Moreover, У = (K, L, id), where L is 
the representation {Vi)ieQA given by

4 =
К
0

for it +1 < i ^  ikm, 
for i < ii +1 and i > L .1 Km

If Y e Ê A (Z) п  (N), then from (*) we know that there is in (QA, IA) a
subquiver of the form:

'1
\

\ /ik
\

s

) \
Y'k,*2

'k r

'kr*1

'kr+3

*kr+L

/
/

/
. /
'km

where je { i i ,  ..., ikJ  and te{ ikfn- 1 , ..., ikJ  and we get a contradiction to 
the assumption on A, because either there is a locally faithful X-sequence in 
{Qa , / л), where X is an extended Dynkin diagram or A does not satisfy the
(S)-condition. Hence У must be an A 1 -module. If У is an A ! -module, then 
there is О Ф g: Y -* Xj or О Ф h: X n-+ Y by the inductive assumption, where 
! -fn_ ) >Xn\ = Ж a (Z) n  JVA W -  This proves condition (2). If Z is a
factor module of P, then similar arguments prove that condition (2) (i) is 
satisfied and for each X from $tA{Z) there is either 0 ^ ^ :  X -»X , or
0 Фд\ X„ -> X, where fn —* X n) = Ê A(Z) n  &A(N). Now assume
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that X, Ye Ê Â{Z) and there are 0 Ф g: X -> and 0 Ф h: X n-+ Y Then 
hfn-i Ф 0 by the inductive assumption, because X ,■ Y are such that
H*(X), Н%(У)Ф 0. Since ^(radyl(P)) is Schurian and representation-finite 
then we know (see [22]) that Hom^ (X, Y) = K. Hence condition (2) is 
proved.

Now assume that Z = Z 1@Z2, where Z l5 Z 2 are nonisomorphic 
uniserial Л-modules. Then it is not hard to see that А = Вг x B 2 and Z 1 is a 
Pi-module and Z2 is a B2-module and from the fact that A = x B 2 we 
have Ê A{Z^)r\ ?tA{Z2) = 0 . Moreover, Zj and Z2 satisfy condition (2), 
because they are admissible. If StA{Zt) n  # A(N) Ф 0 , then $ ‘A(Z2)r\ &A(N) 
= 0  since A — B1 x B2. We must only consider the case 
■ ^(Z i)n  &a (N) Ф 0 . But in this case we have in (QA, lA) one of the 
following subquivers:

л\
у /  \

*2
/

or

' l  'з  * * * V-2 Jr
Л  /  \  /

V / /  \ /
7 2 V-1

where P(fr) = Pi4(Z1) and P(/j) = PA(N). In both cases we can find two 
A/.4f{A) modules X, Y from $tA{Z^ such that Н отА(2f, Y) = 0 
= Hom^Y, X). Since for

_  /К  Z ,0 Z 2 
~ \0  A

D/M  (D) is representation-finite, there are incomparable modules in Ê Bi (ZJ. 
Moreover, 3 ’A(Z1@Z2) is a disjoint union of J?B (Zt) and M’Bl(Z2).
Furthermore, since êtA(Zl@Z2) is of finite type and Ê A{ZX) contains two 
incomparable elements then # S2(Z2) is linear. Hence condition (3) is proved.

It is not hard to see that in the remaining cases for Z condition (4) is 
satisfied because Z is an admissible Л-module hence the new algebra D 
satisfies the (S)-condition and there is no locally faithful X-sequence in 
(Qd, / dX where X  is an extended Dynkin diagram.

(b) Now let P be such that rad^(P) is a direct sum of two 
nonisomorphic uniserial Л ̂ modules R1 and R2. Then ?TA(rad^(P)) satisfies
(3) by the inductive assumption on A1. Since A t is simply connected then the 
vector space category Y>K(radA(Pj) is Schurian and 3CA (rady4(P)) satisfies the 
assumptions of Lemma 1 with C = ;ïAl (rad^ (P))n &A (N). If Y is a new Л-
module from Jÿ A (N ), i.e., Y' #  0, then we can prove as above that Y" must 
have a direct summand Lc from C and, in view of Lemma 1, it is of the form 
{K, X t® X 2, diag), where either X 1e/TAl (RJn У Ax (N) and X 2e3'Al(R2)
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or X x e 3CA! (Pi) n  <&a1 (N) and X 2 = 0. Hence Y is multiplicity-free provided 
X 2 is multiplicity-free, because X x is a multiplicity-free A 1 -module by the 
inductive assumption. Let us consider the full subquiver (Q', Г) of (QA, lA) 
being the support of Л-modules from $ A(r ad A{P))n ,(&A{N). Thus K [Q \  /'] 
satisfies the assumptions of the proposition and qK[Q’,n ^ Q a - If <lKiQ\n= Qa> 
then A = K[Q',r~\, and there exist X x e i Al (R ^n  &Al (N) and
X 2e ^ Al(R 2) such that (К , X x@ X2, diag) has (QA, IA) as its support. But 
Ai = Bl x B 2 and R i is a Bi-module, R2 is a B2-module. If L is a nonregular 
biserial J32-module, then X 2e Ê Ax (R2)n  У ax Ш  and we get a contradiction 
to our assumption that A is strongly special. Hence there is no nonregular 
biserial B2-modules. Moreover, there is not any projective-injective 
nonuniserial B2-module. Indeed, in the opposite case as in (a) we can find 
two incomparable modules in $ A (R2) and two incomparable modules in
^ i ( ^ i )  and we have a contradiction to the assumption on A which is 
representation-finite. Hence B2 is a tree algebra (this means its bounded 
quiver is a tree) and we can find a uniserial maximal projective left or right 
B2-module Q such that Q $  PBl (R2) and

and from (a) we know that condition (1) is true for A. If qK[Q',n < then 
by the inductive assumption we know that condition (1) is true. 
Consequently, we have proved that all Л-modules from 
Ê A (rad^ (P)) n  A (N) are multiplicity-free.

If Z  is an admissible Л-module, then similar arguments, as in (a), prove 
our proposition.

(c) For the cases of P different from (a) and (b) the proof is easy because, 
in the above notation, Ê Ai (rad^ (P))n ®/Al (N) = 0  and we do not get any 
new modules in &A(N), i.e., Y such that Y' Ф 0. Hence condition (1) is 
satisfied. If Z is an admissible Л-module such that $ A(Z)n®/A(N) Ф 0  and 
Z is uniserial, then Z must be an A 1 -module. If X  is an Л-module from 
Ê A (Z) and such that Н%{Х)Ф 0, then we have the contradiction to the 
assumption that Л satisfies the (S)-condition. If Z is a direct sum of two 
nonisomorphic uniserial Л-modules Z 1? Z2 and Ê A(Zx)сл У A{N) Ф 0 , then 
Zj must be an A x-module and we can prove this case similarly as case (a). 
The other cases of Z are easily true.

Now if Z is an admissible Лор-п^и1е, then condition (1) is easily satisfied

Thus condition (1) is true for the algebra
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when we use the duality. The other conditions are checked in the same way 
as for zl-modules. This ends the proof of the proposition.

We get the following corollaries from the above proposition.
Corollary 1. Let A be a simply connected strongly special algebra and 

let N be an indecomposable nonregular biserial A-module. Moreover, let X  be 
an indecomposable A-module. Then the intersection .TA{X)n °?JA(N) is 
nonempty if and only if there exists a walk in (QA, IA) from the point of QA 
corresponding to к>рл(Х) to the point of QA corresponding to socA(N) or 
topa {N) and whose subpaths do not belong to IA.

Proof. It is an easy consequence of condition (1) in Proposition 1.
Corollary 2. Let A be a simply connected strongly special algebra and 

let N x, N 2 be two nonisomorphic nonregular biserial indecomposable A- 
modules. Then for each indecomposable A-module Z either . f A(Z)n WA{NX) is 
empty or $ A (Z) n  ЩA (N2) is empty.

Proof. It is an easy consequence of Corollary 1 and the fact that there 
is no locally faithful X-sequence in (QA, lA), for X being one of the extended 
Dynkin diagram.

Now we can prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let A be a special algebra satisfying the (S)-condition. Then 

A is representation^nite if and only if A/./Ï (A) is representation-finite.
Proof. It is enough to prove that if A/M  {A) is representation-finite, 

then A is représentât ion-finite. We shall proceed by induction on the number 
pA of points of the bounded quiver (QA, IA) of A. If pA = I, then obviously 
the theorem is true. Suppose that it is true for algebras В with pB ^  n and 
let, in our case, pA = n + l. Moreover, let P be a maximal projective A- 
module. Then Aa =  P©Q and

_  (K  radA(P)\
l o  At У

where А х —Еп(1а (0) and radA(P) is an admissible ^-module. In view 
of Lemma 2 we can assume that P is regular. Since Proposition 2 holds 
for left and for right modules, so we can assume that P is a right module. 
Since A/M  (A) is representation-finite, then A J M  (Ax) is representa
tion-finite and by induction A x is representation-finite. Since P is regular 
projective, so rad^(P) n-M(A) = 0 and . fA l(radA(P))\&Al/J({Al)(mdA(P))
= $ ax (rad^fPjJn ax № , where N  is a nonregular biserial ^j-module. We 
know by Corollary 2 that N is unique. Moreover, the subspace category

axim(ax)(tad^fP))) is representation-finite. We get by Proposition 2 that 
the subspace category (radA{P))) is representation-finite, because
the intersection j tA (rad^ (P))n Al (N) is linear or empty and it does not 
change the type of ■fAx (radA(P)), because .TA{(raôA(P)) contains one of
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the critical Kleiner’s poset [16] if and only if does.
Consequently, A is representation-finite and this finishes the proof of the 
theorem.

3. Universal coverings

As in [28] we shall construct universal Galois coverings of special 
algebras (see [7], [13]).

Let Q = {Q0, Qt) be a quiver, where Q0 is the set of vertices and is 
the set of arrows. We remember that:

A walk in Q is a homomorphism w: L-+ Q of quivers, where

L = h~^2~  • • •
(— stands for an arrow of arbitrary direction) is a connected linear quiver, 
together with a distinguished end point, say f ,  of L.

In this case a(w) = w(/1) and e(w) = w(ln) are called the start point and 
the end point of w respectively. In this way we define two maps a and e from 
the set IF of all walks in Q into Q0. Since there is at most one arrow from 
i to j  for each pair (i,j) of vertices of Q we may write down a walk 
w: (/t — /2 -  • • • — U Q in the form w = il —i2— ... — i„, where i, = w(/,).

Special walks are the stationary walks w, = i corresponding to the 
vertices and the walk wa = i j, w f 1 = j  f  - i corresponding to the arrows 
of Q.

A walk v = i'j -> i2-> in is called a path in Q from it to i„.
Two paths with the same start point and the same end point are called 

parallel.
The set W  of all walks in Q bears a canonical partial product. For two 

walks Wi and w2 the product w2-wl is defined if a(w2) = e(wx) and is given, 
then by the obvious composition. This product is associative and each walk 
w has a left unit vve(w) and a right unit vve(w). Thus IF is a category.

We call two parallel paths v and и strongly parallel if K{v + IA) 
= К (u +1A) Ф 0. It is easy to see that for strongly special algebras each pair 
of non-zero parallel paths is a pair of strongly parallel paths.

In order to define the universal covering of (QA, lA) we consider the 
equivalence relation on the set W  generated by the following relations:

(i) w“ 1 wa ~ wt and wa w~1 ~  Wj for each arrow a = i-+j in QA.
(ii) t? ~ и for each pair (v, u) of strongly parallel paths in QA.
(iii) If w, w', Wi and w2 are walks and products are defined, then w ~ w' 

implies Wi ww2 ~ Wi w' w2.
From [25] the maps a, e: W-* (Q^)0 are compatible with the 

equivalence relation ~  and induce maps a0, e0: W0 = W/ ,̂ -* {QA)0. 
Moreover, the partial product in W  is compatible with the equivalence 
relation ~  and induces a partial product in W0.
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We define now a set Wx of arrows between elements of W0. Let x x 
= [w^] and x2 = [w2] be two equivalence classes of walks in QA and assume 
that a0(x1) = a0(x2) which means that wx and vv2 have the same start point. 
Then we put an arrow q = x x -> x 2 if and only if there exist walks w'x ~  wx, 
w2 ~  w2 and an arrow <xe{Qf)x such that w'2 =waw\. From the above 
remarks it follows immediately that for q = x x -> x2 the arrow a e {Qa)x is 
uniquely determined and we get a map ex : Wx -> (6 ,4)1 defining ex (@) = a. 
The quiver (W0, Wx) is now denoted by W From [28] we know that
£ = (e0, ex): W -> QA is a quiver epimorphism and IT is a disjoint union of 
\(Qa)o\ isomorphic connected quivers. Now we are interested in the problem 
if the universal covering of a bounded quiver of a special algebra satisfies the 
(^-condition. By the definition of ~ we know that if an...cnx and Pm.. .p x 
are two strongly parallel paths, then we have w f 1[ ... w f '  w3n... 
...wei w ^1 ...wp.1 ~  Let us denote this walk by c(e(pi)) and by
С(Лп..Лх,рт...рх) the set of walks of the form с{е{^)\ c(e(oij)) and ф(/?,))-1,
с(с(а7))- 1  for i = 1, ..., m; j  = 1, ..., n. It is not hard to see that a walk 
wg(IF0, Wx) is a cycle oriented or not if and only if w ~~ wx for some 
x g (Qa)o-

We shall say that a cycle w is trivial when it is one of the form: 
w = uu~ 1 or where a„ ...a l5 f}m.. .p x are two strongly
parallel paths. We need the following proposition:

Proposition 3. Every finite cycle w of arrows in ( W0, Wx) is a composition 
of trivial cycles.

Proof. Let w be a cycle (oriented or not) of arrows in (W0, Wx). 
Moreover, we assume that w does not contain any trivial cycles. Thus w is a 
cycle of arrows and inverses of arrows in (QA, If). By the definition of ~ we 
obtain that there exists a chain w = w0 ~  wx ~  ... ~  wr ~  wr+1  = vvx, where 
for all i = 0, ..., r; wi+x is obtained from wt by the generating relation. But 
A is a special algebra, hence there exists a subwalk у in w such that v is a 
subwalk of a cycle c from С(апш.Лх,р ,.px), where otn...oLx, Pm.. .p x are two 
strongly parallel paths. It is not hard to see that w contains c as a subcycle 
and we get a contradiction to our assumption on w.

Now we define QA as a component of the quiver W and e: QA-> QA is 
an epimorphism of quivers. Further let us observe that for two vertices 

Qa with eo(x) = eo(y) the multiplication, by yx~l from the left, 
determines an automorphism gxy mapping x to y. We define G to be the 
group of all these дх<у, x, уе(бл)о with e0(x) = e0(y). From [28] we know 
that G acts freely on QA and Qa/G = Qa. Moreover, vg7̂  if and only if 
e(v)eIA.

Theorem 2. {QA,7 A) is a Galois covering of (QA, If) and K\_QA, I f ]  
satisfies the (Sfcondition.
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Proof. As in [28] one can prove that (QA, 1A) is a Galois covering. 
Proposition 3 implies that К \_QA, 7Л] satisfies the (S)-condition.

Let us observe that from [7] (see [13]) we have that K [QA, 7A] = A is 
the Galois covering of A = K[QA, l f \ .

4. Special algebras of finite representation type

The main aim of this paper is to give a simple criterion for a special 
algebra to be of finite representation type. Let A be a special algebra which 
satisfies the (S)-condition We have by Theorem 1 that A is representation- 
finite if and only if A/J/{A) is representation-finite.

Let !£{A) be a two-sided ideal in A being a direct sum of socles of 
nonisomorphic projective-injective indecomposable A-modules.

It is well known that A is representation-finite if and only if A/J^(A) is 
representation-finite. Since M(A) is a two-sided ideal in A, so ^ ( А ) ф ^ ( А )  
is a two-sided ideal in A as well. Moreover, A is of finite representation type 
if and only if Af{f£(A)@J?(A)) is of finite representation type. Since the 
bounded quiver

of A/(jS?(A)@.#(A)) has only zero relations hence we can apply the partially 
ordered sets defined by Bongartz and Ringel in [8] and the covering 
technique.

We can attach to each vertex j  of 0,ац<р(А)®.жш a partially ordered set 
Sfj. Recall that a walk w in 0 л/сум)®М)) fr°m I to j  of length n is a finite 
sequence w = ol1 ...oc„, with ar or a " 1 an arrow of QAnsnA)®JKAn* such that a„ 
starts at i, otx ends at j  and the remaining starting and ending points fit 
together well. Moreover, we do not allow w to have a subsequence of the 
form ccol~1, a -1 a, v or v~1 with ve Iah&m ®.ща»• It is easy to see that in our 
assumption the set } of all walks with the end point j  is finite and we define 
a particular ordering by:

Proposition 4. Let A be a special algebra satisfying the (S)-condition. 
Then A is representation-finite if and only if the set is a partially ordered 
set of finite type for each point j  of Qak#(A)® #(A))-

Proof. Applying the covering construction (given in the third section) 
to {Qak<ka)®m(A))> Jац^(А)фма))) we obtain a bounded quiver {Q/ak (̂A)@m(A))->

wx < w2 iff

wl =v£w'l , w2 = vrjw'2 with p Ч е  Iакжашмш) or
w2 = wx w2, Wj = ш, where a -1 is an arrow or
w x — vv2Wi, vv2 =  vol, where a is an arrow or
Wj = w2.
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ïAimA)®ми»)- Since there are no commutativity relations in Iah?m ®ma)) this 
construction of йлцжА)® м(А)) is just the classical construction of the universal 
cover of the oriented graph Qak^(A)®m(A)) in the geometric-topological sense 
(see [17], Chapter 9). Thus in our case, QAj{S>{A)^ .ща» is a tree, the canoni
cal covering map n : Qa/w w ® m(a)) -> Qai&w ® aka» ^  8iven ЬУ the action 
of the fundamental group G of QA/{yiA)e ̂ A)) on Qa/w a )® jha» 
and Ta/(#(a)®j((a)) is generated by all paths и such that n(u) belongs to 
1ацу{А)Ф.4ца))- Since (Фануш® ща))> 1ацу{А)®.4ца))) has only zero relations we 
can attach to every vertex j  of 0 а/(у(А)Фака)) the poset У]. It is clear that 

= Ули) for апУ vertex j  of QAimA)@.,mA))- We know from [13], 
Theorem 3.6, that (QA/ly lA)9j^A)), ^ цумфака») is representation-finite if 
and only if (йлпушФАцлп^лпушФ^А))) is locally representation-finite, 
that is, for any vertex j  of 0,ану(а)фм(А)) there are only finitely many non
isomorphic indecomposable representations of Ъ нумфжа)))
whose supports contain j. Consequently, A/(SF(Л)©M(A)) is repre
sentation-finite if and only if there is a finite subquiver (3C, l r) of 
(Фанушф-ща))' !ak'S(A)® ща))) tor every vertex^ j  of Q,ahma\® ща\)' such 
that any indecomposable representation of (бл/^мх©.^»» Taiwahbjka») 
containing j  in its support is a representation of {Ж, J r). Then the theorem 
simply follows from the description of indecomposable modules over repre
sentation-finite tree algebras given in [8]. The proposition is proved.

Now we prove the main theorem of this paper. We use the above 
notation.

Theorem 3. For a special algebra A the following statements are satisfied.
(1) A is representation-finite if and only if A/J({A) is representation finite.

(2) A is representation-finite if and only, for each point of Qaiwa^ jha»* 
the partially ordered set <9çi is of finite type.

Proof. We know from the last section that any special algebra A has a 
universal covering Л = K[Qa,Ta] satisfying the (S)-condition. Using [13], 
Theorem 3.6, we obtain that A is representation-finite if and only if A is 
locally representation-finite. Consequently, A is of finite representation type if 
and only if for every vertex j  of QA there is a finite subquiver (ЭС, 7 )̂ of 
(Qa* ^a) such that апУ indecomposable representation of (QA  ̂Та) containing] 
in its support is a representation of f3C, Tr). Further, the special algebra 
К [iT, 7f] satisfies the (S)-condition, so by Proposition 4 is representation- 
finite if and only if all partially ordered sets £fix are of finite type. But the
poset corresponding to the point i in (Ж, 7*) is the poset corresponding 
to the the point i in (QA» TA). Let us observe that in this way <9̂- is the same 
as in

№ а ц у (а)Ф m(a))-> 1а ц у (а)® w here я : ( Q A * T A ) ~ +  (Qa > I  a)
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is the covering map, because in (QA/(J?iA)® Ш)), 1а/ш а)®.ща))) there are the 
same nonzero walks as in ( Q A , 7 A ).  Moreover, the partially ordering relations 
fit together well. Hence condition (2) is proved and A is of finite 
representation type if and only if A/(ff {A)@ J f  {A)) is of finite representation 
type. But Aj(f£ {A)<§> J t  (A)) is of finite representation type if and only if 
AjJ/{A) is representation-finite. Thus condition (1) is proved.
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